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· Student committee will help pick president
- ..

15 member group will intetView
final 5 candidates for top post
by Robert Warren Jr.
STAFF REPORTER

Fifteen UCF students w:ill be selected to a student
; presidential search advisory committee this week, said
Student Government President Jason DiBona.
The task of the committee will be to interview the
final five candidates of the presidential search advisory
committee, DiBona said. After meeting w:ith the candidates, the committee will make its recommendation to
DiBona, who sits on the presidential search advisory
committee.
DiBona will also urge the student committee to
report to student Regent Tim Cicero.
The practice is becoming standard procedure in _
Florida, Interim President Robert Bryan said.
Dr. Gary Whitehouse, who chairs the Presidential
Search Advisory Committee, applauds the creation of
the committee.
"It's a good idea to have an organized group to see all
of the candidates," Whitehouse said.
In past presidential searches, meetings w:ith students were inconsistent, Whitehouse said. The core of
students who interviewed past presidents constantly
changed.
"It's hard to compare (candidates) when you see one
and not another," Whitehouse explained.
About30 students applied for the committee, DiBona
said.

DiBona, who w:ill make the final selections this
week, said he is looking for a cross section of students
with different perspectives. He w:i11 be looking for a
cultural mix from traditional and non-traditional students and branch campus students.
"We need a president who can respond to the different students we have," he said.
A similar committee was formed at Florida State

University in Tallahassee. The committee's recommendation for president was ultimately selected.
Whitehouse and DiBona both agreed that the committee can be helpful. It will not be a token committee,
DiBona said.
The committee w:i11 meet six times. The first meeting
w:ill be an organizational meeting and the remaining
five will be with the candidates.

Art Complex gtiches won't

stall November opening ·
String said.
The thickness of the walls creates a
problem when hanging art in the galWorkers are putting the finishing lery.
The plywood is five-eighths of an inch
touches on the Art Complex, which_is
and, according to String, needs to be at
due to open in mid-November.
According to Peter Newman of Facili- least three-fourths of an inch to hold
ties Planning, faculty members from the heavy artwork.
She said the second problem involves
art and engineering departments are
going through the building looking for the height ofthe walls in the ga11ery. The
walls stand at 12
any last-minute erfeet in stead of 18
rors in construction
and design.
"Something always goes feet. This creates a
"tunnel-like" space,
Problems with wrong. "
she said.
String
the initial walk
said the height ofthe
through are to be
expected, according
-Jagdish Chavis ceiling also limits
work on
to Jagdish Chavda,
acting chairman/ the art
display because
acting chairman of
art department "manypaintingsare
the art department.
well over 12 feet."
"Something alThe third probways goes wrong.
Right now [the problems] are in the lem cited by String involves the slide
hands ofthe construdion people," Chavda library, where students view slides for
said.
their art history exams.
Instead ofa w:indowthereis fire-proof
Newman also said he expects to find
glass with mesh wiring, she said.
problems.
"It is impossible for students to view
"It's standard to go through and find
problems," he said.
slides," String said.
The faculty members will prepare lists
Currently, three major problems
with the complex, have been identi- of ~ny problems and give them to the
fied, said Tania String, of the art de- contractor, Scandinavia Construction Co.
The contractor has 30 days to correct the
partment.
"First of all, the plywood under the problem befrore the building is turned
carpeted wa11s is not thick enough," over to UCF.
by Jennifer Burgess
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BIG BUSTERS
Members fromZeta Tau Alpha ride overhead at the Lambda Chi Alpha-sponsord Watermelon Bust on Friday. (John RiveratFUTUREJ

Computer policy board forn1ed
to look at computer pul-chase
by Robert Warren Jr.
STAFF REPORTER
I

<>,

•

Interim President Robert Bryan established a computer policy board in
response to critics who opposed the purchase ofa new computer system for UCF.
John Bolte, vice presidentof administration and finance, approved a decision
fo purchase a $550,000 computer. How-

ever, the decision was opposed by faculty members.
The 14-member policy board w:ill be
composed of seven people from academics and seven from administration.
Provost Richard Astro will chair the
board that will include Chris Bauer,
chair of computer engineering; Terry
SEATS continued page 3
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The UCF Carrputer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. Our hours are fran Monday to Thursday, 8:30am to
S:OOµn, and Friday, 8:30arn to 4:00µn. We accept cash, personal checks (up to $200), cashier's checks, VISA, and MasteJ:Card.
Phone numbers: Apple Macintosh 823-5434; IBM Sales 823-5226; Creative 823-5643; Sun 823-5226.
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Student displays .'Radical side'
in local self-produced 1V show

..

by Savannah Miller

radical rippers." The show also
features competition results,
ratings updates, humor, music
Brett Gardner envisioned a and beach scenes.
dream and turned it into reality.
Gardner first appi:oached
Living in Cocoa Beach, the WRES-TV, the Brevard Commu21-year-old UCF student saw nity College non-commercial telethe wealth of talent Central vision station, about doing the
Florida has to offer and realized show. The station mangerwanted
the potential for a successful· to see a product first, so Gardner
produced the first program, which
television show.
One year ago, four months includedshotsofafewofhisfriends
- into his first production class, surfing, music by local bands and
Gardner began working on ''The a segment concentrating entirely
Radical Side," a magazine-type on wild and wacky wipeouts.
Gardner's next step was to
show featuring profiles of local
and international surfers like give his pitch to Cablevision InKelly Slater and Matt Kechele, dustries, which was eager to
skateboarders and other "cool give his show a spot. Now, cable
'
subscribers can
see ''The Radical Side" on CV
16 every Monday and Tuesday night.
Gardner has
taken on the responsibility of
writing, shooting, editing, hosting, producing
and doing everything that the
program involvesbyhimself
"It has been
very stressful,"
he said. "Just
within the last
couple
of
months I began
to get help with
the production."
It is no surprise
that people are
taking notice
and eager to
Brett Gardner produces his TV show "The help out with
"The Radical

•

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Radical Side."

(Michael DeHoog/FUTURE)

Side." With coverage of a wide
variety of competitions, vicieo
.reviews, riew products, fitness
and nutrition for competition
and interviews with national
champior:is, this program is one
to keep an eye on.
Last Friday, Gardner went
tandem ·skydiving in Flagler.
He will use the footage from his
diving partner's helmetcam in
one of the upcoming shows.
When Gardner-started working
on his show, a similar program
was being produced in Jacksopville by one ofhis friends, Mitch
Kaufman, who runs Atlantic
Video Productions. The two of
them agreed that their shows·
would obtain wider recognition
if the same name was used, so
now different versions of ''The
Radical Side" air in both north. eastern and Central Florida.
"I just got my first 16 millimeter film camera," Gardner
said with a smile. "Eventually
in the future I w:ant to do movie
production."
Gardner is majoring in marketing and taking classes at both
Brevard Commµnity College
and UCF. He plans to start taking television production classes
and maybe even join the film
school at UCF.
Gardner'stimeoutsideofschool
is spent working on the show and
surfing. He placed second on the
East Coast in September at the
championshipsinNorth Carolina
In November, he will compete
against top swfers from across
the nation in the United States
Surfing Championships.vi Texas.
The next step is the World Championship in France,
"It's hard to make money surfing, though," Gardner said ''I'm

Dorm residents get peer counselors

,.

UCF student Brett Gardner spends a lot of his spare
time SUrfing and WOrking On his ShOW. (courtesy/BrettGardner)
starting to settle down more now
and keep a foot-in the.door of more
ofthebusinessandPRaspectsofit."
The thing about making"The
Radical Side" that appeals to
Gardner most is entertaining
people. "It is really satisfying
when people come up to me and
tell me how much they enjoyed
the show."
"The Radical Side" airs in
Brevard County every Tuesday
at8:30p.m. In Orlando, "tcan be
seen Mondays at 8 p.m. and
Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m.
Gardner has obtained spon-

COMPUTER

sorships for his show from local
surf shops, board manufacturers, surf-related businesses and
other area merchants.
Hern.akessure there are plenty
ofpublic awareness plugs throughout the show, such as those concerning AIDS, staying in school,
responsible drinking and going to
college.
This month, "H30," a Hawaiian surf show produced by top
Hawaiian surfer Mark Foo, will
run back-to-back with "The
Radical Side" in Brevard at 9
p.m. Tuesdays.

Schell chairs the Council of
Chairs, which is composed of ·
department chairs . He is
Frederick, chairman of com- pleased that the faculty -will
.
Mierzejewski said Phi Chi will provide a more puter science; a representative have input.
by Tracy M. Holm
the
The
Council
criticized
interpersonal
alternative
to
students
than
the
from
the
Registrar's
office
and
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
center.
two faculty members: Sarah decisl.on-making process more
Students who live on campus will now have
"Students can talk to someone as an equal and Graham, associate professor of than the computer, an IBM ES
someone else to talk to about problems they face in a more comfortable setting," he said.
finance, and Charles Hughes, 9000, Schell said.
The board is a good way to
in everyday life.
Ellen Bolves, a licensed mental health coun- professor of computer science,
Phi Chi, a new residence hall peer counseling selor at the center who will help direct the pro- who were selected by Glenn get broad input, Bolte said.
grain, said: ''The training will teach counselors Cunningham, chairman of the "Maybe it will help us keep the
team, is going to be established at UCF.
communications line open," he
Members of Phi Chi begin a six-week training active listening and problem-solving skills and a Faculty Senate.
added.
program Thursday that runs through the semes- knowledge of human growth and mental health.
Members from the adminisThe newly formed board is a
ter.
Counselors will listen and assist students in.solv- tration include John Bol.te, vice
presidentofAdministrationand positive development for acaIn January, they will begin counseling resi- ing their problems."
dence hall students who have problems.
She said she believes counseling "can make the Finance; William Branch, direc- demics, Bauer said.
Cunningham said it was a
The team will consist of 15
differencebetweenastudentstay- tor of Computer Services;
step
forward because all of the
counselors who will live in the
ing enrolled.or leaving."
LeVester Tubbs, vice president
The idea for Phi Chi was <level- of Student Affairs (or appoin- affected parties are involved.
dorms and be available around "Students can talk
the clock.
fO someone as an
oped when Mierzejewski went to tee); Michael Bass, vice presi- Also, the board willbeusingthe
Students can go to them and
Hanks, ·a resident's assistant in dent of Research (or appointee); talents of experts from the uni·
vent their problems about rela- equal."
Seminole Hall, because he was and D. Robert McGinnis, vice versity.
The
first
task
of
the board
tionships, classes, roommates,
• Mark Mierzejewski
depressed. After a three-hour president of University Relawill be to tackle the ES 9000
finances or life in general.
talk they recognized a need to · tions (or appointee).
comp~ter science
provide more readily available
Bolte also appo1nted Dan purchase, Bryan said.
MarkMierzejewski,a21-yearAccording to Cunningham,
old computer science major who
help for students with similar Coleman, director of instituhelped develop the idea for Phi
problems.
tional research and planning, the faculty's concerns are:
• Is the ES 9000 the right
Chi, said many residents have
Hankswenttotheheadresident's and Linda Bonta,_comptroller
computer?
assistant and to the associate director of housing. for the university.
problems coping.
• If not, which computer is?
Freshmen need counseling to adjust to the
TogethertheycontactedBolvesandPeteFisher,
Bolte'sdecisiontopurchasea
•Is there a need to purchase
new life-style and upperclassman need it to'help associate director of the center. Fisher and Bolves new mainframe for the univerwith their every day problems, he said.
agreed to direct the program and train the Phi Chi sity drew criticism from the the computer now?
Because the Board ofRegents
Christina L. Hanks, a 20-year-old speech pa- counselors.
Council of Chairs, faculty and
failed .to complete the necesthology major,,helped Mierzejewski initiate the
The peer counselors will be introduced toresi- . computer science department.
program.
dents at the first residents assistant meeting in ~ · The Council ofChairs passed sary paperwork, the purchase
She said UCF needs additional counseling for the dorms next semester.
a resolution that asked Bryan was not completed, Bryan said.
the 895 students living on campus. ·
A list of available counselors will be distrib- for a delay in the purchase. The The purchase will not be comShe said Phi Chi counselors will provide an uted and fliers will be posted in the residents Council wanted more consulta- pleted until the policy board
adopts a resolution.
extra service to the residents.
halls to build student participation, according tion among faculty.
Bryan modeled the board on
The formation of the comAlso, the Counseling and Testing Center is to Hanks.
often very busy, she said, and Phi Chi will help
Mierzejewski said the program will only work ptiter policy board is a step in a similar one at the Northeast
with the overload. "Peer counselors will be easily if students recognize the counseling team and use the right direction, John Schell Regional Data Center in
Gainesville.
accessible at odd hours and at night," she said. it.
said.

Phi Chi team forms to deal with students' problems, gripes
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NewsB~
for Welcome Back Week and
multi-color posters.
•MERRILY FOR FREE
UCF students and faculty will
be admitted free on a first-comefir st-serve basis to the UniversityTheatre's play, ''Merrily We
Roll Along" at 7:30p.m. Wednesday. Theplaybeginsat8p.m. in
the UCF Theater.

•WHO DUNNIT?
Ever wonder who painted
the Marching Knights sign •GET SOME CONTACTS
that you see all over campus
The Cinematography Assoand at football games?
ciationispresentingFloridafilm
Marc Della Costa, third _ scout Peggy Coleman from 5:30
year theat~r/tech major , is a to 7 p.m. Tuesday in PC2, Room
member of the band as well 110.
·
as Kappa Kappa Psi, the band
Coleman will bring references
fraternity. Kappa Kappa Psi and con tacts for locations as well
paid for th e paint and sup- as lots of ad-vice about filming in
plies and Della Costa painted Florida.
it the week before this semester started.
•BE A "STAR"
Film maker Robin Cowie is
•WAY TO GO, CAB!
looking for people to be in his
The CAB Promotions com- upcoming film, "STAR," a renmittee received two first place dition of "Jesus Christ Superhonors in graphic design at star," which will be filmed on
the National Association of Nov. 17. Anyone interested
·Campus Activities Regional should cal'l Cowie at ext. 4143.
Conference.
The Southeast region rep- • GROUP SUPPORT
resentedeightstatesandl 71
Alcoholics Anonymous Supschools in the competition.
port Group meets from noon to 1
This year's award-winning p.m. each Wednesday in the Stupromotion was designed by dent Wellness Center. The free
Elton Bracey, Robin Kelley, sessions are offered as part of
Karen Weise and Wendy the UCF Employee Wellness
Wesley. A first place prize classes. To register, call the Perwas given for CAB's movie sonnel office at ext. 2771.
series poster, and third place
prizes were awarded for •TURN 'EM IN
CAB's "Cheesy Sundays"
Deadline for "Who's Who in
poster as well as promotions Students in American Univer~:.

c

sities and Colleges is 5 p.m. Friday.
The applications are available at the Student Affairs reception desk (ADM 282) to juniors, seniors and graduates.
• THE BIG MOVE.
The Office of International
Studies has relocated to PC 42,
Room 114 (the new Social Work
Building near the Art Complex
on the east side of campus). It
can still be reached at ext. 5375.
Also, the Florida-Canada Institute, Canadian Studies, and
Florida-USSR Institute have
moved to the same building,
Room 115. Their extension is
2079.
• ORGANIC TOPIC
The UCF chemistry department is sponsoring "Organic
Topic," pr esented by Dr. Charles
Liotta of the Georgia Institute
ofTechnology, at 4 p.m. Wednesday in the Chemistry Building,
Room 208. All are invited to
attend.
•OPEN HOUSE
Phi Alpha Theta, the history
honors society, is holding an
open house to encourage membership from 4 to 5 p.m. Thursday in the history department,
Fine Arts, Room 551 . For more
information call 277-1593.
• BUSINESS BRIEFING
UCF Small Business DevelopmentCenteris presenting a n
International Business Briefing
in conjunction with the U.S. De-

partment of Commerce from 9
to 11 a.m. Thursday in CBA
suite 309. It is free. Call the
Seminar Hotline at ext. 2796 for
additional information.
• SHOW YOUR STUFF
Deadline for entry in the National College Poetry Contest,
sponsored by International Publications, is Oct. 31.
Poems of any theme, 14 lines
or less, are eligible, and foreign
language poems are welcomed.
There is an initial registration
fee of $3 for the first entry and a
$1 fee for each additional poem.
The first place winner receives $100, second wins $50,
third gets $25, and both fourth
and fifth place winners receive
$20. Mail entries to lntemational Publications; P.O. Box
44044-L; Los Ang~les, CA,
90044.
•IT TAKES NERVE
Strong-hearted and courageous individuals may want to
check out the Orlando J aycees
Haunted House, located in the
old Reed Nissan Building, before it disappears Oct. 31.
The house is open from 7 to
1l p.m. weeknigh ts and from 7
p.m. to midnigh t on weekends.
It costs $4 for adults and $3 for
children under 12. Proceeds go
t o charity. Call Rob Jackson for
further information at 827-0225.

•MS SOCIETY
Advanced registration for the
annual luncheon meeting of the
National Multiple Sch lerosis So-

ciety is required by Wednesday.
The meeting will be held
from 11 :30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Saturday at Winter Park Memorial Hospital. Lunch will
be served for $10. To register, call the MS office at 8963873.
•PREPARETOSCREAM
The annual "Haunted
Chambers," sponsored by the
East Orange Chamber of
Commerce, will be spooking
brave participants starting
Friday and lasting through
Nov. 1. The house will be
open from 7 to 11 p.m. weeknights and until midnight on
weekends.
Thecostis$3forkidsand$4
for adults, and proceeds will
benefit several community
events that the Chamber of
Commerce sponsors. For directions and information, call
the Chamber at 277-5951.
•READ TO CHILDREN
Volunteers to visit local
schools and read to children
from kindergarten through
second grade are needed by
the Orange County Extension
Homemakers Council, Inc.
A two-an d-a-halfu our free
training course will be held'
from 9:30 a.m. to noon
Wednesday in the Swanson
Auditorium on East Michigan Street. Each volunteer
will be provided with a kit.
Contact the Extension office
at 836-7572 for details.

,. . i
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UCF's Action for Animals

proteSts
state camp that .
'
teaches children to hunt
'

by Mickie Matrisciani
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

, UCFs Campus Action for Animals traveled to Sta,rke, Florida,
foraone-dayprotestagainstCamp
Blapding on Oct.:l2~ ~·
Camp Blanqjrlg i~ a hunting
camp for childrel) :between ages
8and13.
'TheFloridaFteshwaterCommission and_the NRA came up
with the idea for the camp," said
Todd Harrison, vice president for
Campus Action for.Animals. ·
Florida taxpayers provide the
funds for the camp.
AND THE WINNER IS~ ••
"With all of the budget cuts,
Radio personalities from AM Heat 640, Jer-Z, "Hitman" Harry D andKlng BUtch an-nounce i- this is one program.that should
be eliminated," J1arrison said.
the winner of the Hibachi grill give-away. They are all R1V majors. (Laura werder1FUTUREJ
"Children do not need this type
of education. They need the fun- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - ' - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - , damentalssuchasreading, writing and math."
According to Harrison, the
camp -is located on a four-byfour plot of land. The children
are taught in the morning how
to handle rifles by an instructor.
''These instructors are not necessarily licensed or experienced
hunters," Harrison said. /
By the afternoon the children
are"ready"tohuntthedeerthat
live on the plot, he added.
Eat Our Famous Two Foot Sub with large Coke

FREE S UB ·

Grand Slani Subs ·a nd salads
'\'V"orlds Greatest Subs
'I\v"o Foot Sub Challenge

'

i'This can't go on and as long
as we go out there, something
will be done," Harrison said.
Groups from around Florida,
including the Action for Animals Committee, lined up across
the street from the entrance of
Camp Blanding. Chanting and
voices of di~approval gained the
attention and concern of many
passers-by.
'This protest is lawful and we
are aiming to gain · widespread
support of the public," said CAA
President Robert Oliver.
The Campus Action for Animals also challenged the Hunter
Harassment Law.
The law states that citizens
who harass a hunter are obliged
to pay a fine or go ·to jail.
''The issue of animal overpopulafion is the hunter's excuse. Deer are starving because
we force them into small land
areas," Harrison said.
Many of the deer shot at
Camp Blanding are wounded
because of non-target hits.
The deer that are not killed
suffer greatly, he said.
"If you want meat, go to the
store and buy some. The sport of
killing is wrong in my eyes,"
Harrison said.

and they're yours free!!

445 -W.S.R 436 Altamonte Springs (1/2 mile west of I-4
on 436. By Sound Advice) Phone: 862-8757
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Attention· all ·S tudents!
MeetYOUK Student Senators
,.I'C>r>..A.-Y!
YOUR Senators will be in front
of their colleges to answer
~questions and listen to~
~ ·YOUR concerns.
~

YOU CAN NOT LOSE
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARD
$25 TO $100 .................................. .'... $15
$100 TO $150 ........ .. ....................... ,.. $25
$150 TO $250 .................................... $50
$250 TO UNLIMITED ......................... $75

COLLEGE FOR MANY
P.O.BOX 570097 ORLANDO, FL. 32807

STUDENT
LEGAL. SERVICES

~.

TODAY!
1oam · Zpm

In Front of their Colleges -

GET INVOLVED
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

TM ~1~lt of t!u t ta<kl(tr
Jason DiBona, President

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS ·OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD/TENANT, CONS-UMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & UNCON1ESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHAR.GE.
FOR INFORMATION ORAN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY-FRIDAY8AM-5PM
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Wmter assault may
leave Florida a winter
wasteland of apathy
eaves twmng green to orange to golden
brown present the typical ideal of autumn.
Unfortunately Central Florida doesn't have
this luxury of an obvious fall. What we experience
is a tepid temperature with a slightly cooler evening.
Also, our rain slows down a bit. So what's th~ point?
Well, the point is this: As Central Florida is tepid,
so is current public interest in local, national and
international issues.
.
As the extremes of the GulfWar die down with
the extremes of summer, opinions slowly die down
to a stop and force people to stand dumb-founded
(also rathet concurrent with our weather) as issues
wash over like luke-warm bathwater.
One issue which seems to have avoided this
cooling to the point of no return is tl~e problem of
what Chiles is doing, or not doing as the case may
be. Many folk have actually maintained open,
wondering eyes (without getting glassy) as Chiles
has sunk each of his grandiose plans into oblivion.
What these plaris tried to do were to stimulate
Florida economy back to growth, , back to the age
of prosperity and light, where all men were equal,
informed and ...
One way ole' Gov. Chiles tugged at the economy
strings w~s by trying the ''I'll cut away at something (education), until everyone is forced to notice." Yes, one could note that Florida DID (finally)
put the magnifying glass to the issue and then
noticed how-failing this system was and how he
was looking the other way.
No, education has not been failing for long, but
with the increased lack of funding, the slant on the
hill of decline also increases. With the governor as
our skiing representative we can only worry
whether he remembered to wax his skis (or pay the
bills).
Outrage describes the public opinion of what
has occurred, but no solid recommendations have
been made to help this crisis.
Perhaps Chiles should begin by considering
what is important . True, it is vital to house our
criminals, but isn't it also true that most criminals
are uneducated. SO ... doosn't less education equal
more criminals (or at least less stability in the
youths' lives)?
Is the NOW important or the FUTURE? No one
can say for sure, but a little prevention for our
future would be advised. Perhaps the schools should
have less supervisors. Paid they are, but who do we
cut? Perhaps less ofthis or that, hl,lt one thing is for
sure, and that is that ign~ring education or even
just cutting it without purpose only hurts Florida
in the long run.
'
-What are the choices Chiles has?
Not many. He has made too many enemies
among the populous. Loss of faith appropriately
describes the situation. For Chiles to keep the seat
he will have to revamp his thinking and soon. With
the recent town meeting about education, one can
see that either he will enact change or be forced to
do something else. Students can only hope he
decides in favor of THEIR future.
Autumn is a blustery· period of the year, and
with the increased air from our state capital one
can see why so many leaves fall to the ground. If
winter doesn't freeze actions then Florida will soon
see REAL progress. But the cold spell expected is
a biggie, and ole man winter has only begun his
freezing assault upon the garden spot of the world.
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Give perks to overwhelming masses
Brian Goel-eke
NAKED EXPRESSION
very strange thing happened to the political
psyche when Richard Milhous Nixon was exposed as a dictatorial thief. Many politicians
learned vicariously from Richard that being labelled a
stinkin', felonious thief was not at all a lucrative trait
for their greasy careers. And, on one very political night
sometime in the 1980s, a bunch of really corrupt
bureaucrats got together to collaborate as such: "Hey
guys, we gotta find a lovely euphemism for the word
stinkin', felonious thief. We gotta sell it to the public. Or
else we'll have to work for a living!"
And so it was, the word "PERK" was created. A word
that would cost taxpayers an estimated $153,631 per
year for each member in the House and Senate in free
postage and radiotrV photo studios privileges. And,
there would be many other PERKS. Free parking,
discount haircuts, vacation spots and jewelry and, by
God, I'm making none of this up. Perk fever would catch
every bureaucrat and the public would say, "woo buddy;''
but not really care, until itinfectedJohnSununu,a.k.a. ,
PERK Monger. Members of the House/Senate would
get tog~ther to say, "Dammit; John, now we gotta find
a new word for the public~now they all want PERK.?!"

A

Today, as I am certainly a most philanthropic writer,
I have come to hand out perks for the masses.
For America's finest: the ''Yeah, well, same to you
buddy" perk: this perk shall provide each department
with a real English Major (who can read and write, of
course) who will respond to the mean names that mean
nihilist wijters will call them and respond as thus: That
whole Rodney King Misunderstanding was a scam by
the media to sell newspapers and, about that Naziaddled McSheriff comment, same to you, buddy!
For the editors: the whack/chop perk: This perk shall
provide each staff with the uncontested privilege of
whacking and chopping a work of art without informing the· artist. This package includes: A)Mount (:
Rushmore, B)John Updike's next novel, C)Cindy .
Crawford's hair, D)Bob Dylan's voice, E)Patrick Ewing's
ability to intimidate and F) one tire commercial by the
l·
artist, Big John.
And the cynics: the )ust give me a desk job and leave
me· alone' perk: this perk provides the cynic with a
white collar job without the pain ofmaking contact with ·
human professionals. Also, the perk provides the cynic
with $10 a week for placing insult' in print - but hey,
that's cheaper than $153,631 a year no matter how you
.
look at it.
And there you have it, Perks for the masses. For
those groups who didn't get one this week, buck up! I'll
be handing out junkets next week. ·

STUDENTS SPEAK OUT
·Thi~

week's question: Was the Thomas nomination wise?

Call The Central Florida Future's hotline, 823-3956, wi~ your view.
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liberals stomp individual rights, due process at hearings
J

process. Nor should we forget the traditional right of one thing. Hill admitted under oath that she was told
the accused, who should be considered innocent until that just an allegation might be enough to for.ce Thoproven guilty.
mas out. That Hill, a law professor, was willing to deny
SEEING THE LIGHT
The minute the allegations against Thomas came due process is disturbing. She admitted that she did not
out, many liberal groups including the National Orga- want her identity to become public, another step away
he Clarence Thomas hearings have been written nization ofWomen declared Thomas guilty. They cared from the Constitution, in which the accused has the
about endlessly before and after the allegations little that the allegations had yet to be proven; they did right to face the accuser.
of sexual harassment. But before the event fades not care to give Thomas due process. And their arguBut all this is disturbing for one more reason. With
into the black hole of the electorate's memory, there is ments for this attitude were lame. As soon as Thomas all the hysteria involved in the hearings, no one cared
an aspect that came out of the debate that is very tried to defend himself, he was criticized.
to ask how the rights of both sides can be protected.
illuminating. An unexpected consequence for liberals
The perverseness of the attitude involved was . Women should not be discouraged from coming forw~s that liberal groups, especially activist feminist incredible. They cared little of Thomas' guilt or . ward. But at the same time, there has been little
groups - supposedly great defenders of individual innocence. Extreme feminists' attitude was that even discussion on how a man can defend himself from
rights, care little about individual rights. They will ifhe was innocent, he should be considered guilty to charges. ·
trash the constitution to further their own political make up for "the historic oppression of women by
Even if men are pigs, a charge does not automati·
agenda.
cally imply guilt. Due process is a right guaranteed to
men ."
From the time the hearings began, many libe_ral
Now why is all this worth noting? Liberal critics every American.
activist s showed their true colors, which is their con- complained that a conservative Supreme Court will
But radical liberals have shown they really don't
tempt for th e Bill of Rights. Now I realize that the Bill consistently abuse individual rights. It's laughable to care about rights, the constitution or justice. They will
of Rights is as strange t o these folks as War and Peace see how much they care for the rights of a convicted flush all of it down the toilet to further their own
is to first graders, so I'll refresh their memories. One of felon with a rap sheet as thick as Ted Kennedy's ''black agenda. To them, politics are important, not rights:
the rights found in the Fifth Amendment states that no book," but care little about the rights of a respected
· So in the election season next year, remember how
person will be deprived of life, liberty or property jurist with a 43-year record of no impropriety.
these so-called defenders of individual rights acted. It
without due process. The key words there are due
Before anyone starts to defend Anita Hill, remember was disgusting and ugly display.

Roy Fuoco
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R

ecently I had the honor of marchingwith the world-renowned Lawn
Ranger pr ecision power lawn
mower drill team at the fam ous Arcola
,
Broom Com Festival.
Just in case you never heard of this ·
famous event, let me explain that Arcola is
a town in Illinois, just north of Mattoon.
Arcola (slogan: "Amazing Arcola") claims
the proud distinction of having been "one
of the nation's top producers of broom
com, the primary ingredient in brooms."
The town is still a major power in the
broom industry.
·
Each September Arcola holds the Broom
Corn Festival, feat~ring; among other
events, a parade. For 11 years one of the
key marching units has been the Lawn
Rangers, who are considered by many
observers who have had a couple of beers
to be t~e finest precision lawn mower drill
team m the world.
.When the Rangers invited me to march
this year, I accepted eagerly, although I
was concerned about being able to live up
~th~ unit's high standards, as explained
m this excerpt from the official Ranger
newsletter, written by Ranger co-founder
Pa~ Monahan;
As always, we will be living our motto, 'You're only
young once, but ?'ou can always be immature.' This is a
fi~e n;iotto, but it can be carried to excess. Here I am
thinking of Pee-wee Herman."
On the day of the parade, Monahan picked me up at
the c~~mpaign,. 111., airport and drove through la e
quantitie~ o~ agnculture to Arcola. In addition to so~e
of the nation s largest colle~tion of antique brooms and
brushes, as w~ll ~s an establishment called the French
Embassy, which is a combination gourmet restaurant
and ~2 lane bowling alley. I swear I am not making any
ofth1s up.
,
En route Mohan:m ~xplain~d the philosophy of the
Lawn Rang~rs, which is that it is possible for a group
of truly dedicated men to have a lot of fun, yet at the

·

h ·
eac given a power lawn mower and a
broom, and told to line up on the street,·
where we received intensive instruction
in precision-drill maneuvers.
"LISTEN UP, YOU GRAVY-SUCKand his faithful
ERS!" shouted our Column Leaders who
companion,
carried long-handled toilet plunge~s to
denote their rank. "ALL MANEUVERS
WILL START WITH THE BROOMS-UP
POSTION! THE BROOMS WILL ALWAYS COMEUPONTHE CURB SIDE!"
We learned two maneuvers: "Walking
the Dog," which is when you hold your
broom up while turning your lawn mower
in a circle; and "Cross and Toss," which is
when you cross paths with another
Ranger, then each ofyou tosses his broom
to the ot~e:. These maneuvers require
great precis10n, and we rookies were forced
to train for nearly two full minutes before
we could perform them to the Rangers'
exacting standards.
.Finally it was time march. We formed
two columns, each ofus wearing a cowboy
hat and a Lone-Ranger-style mask. We
were pushing a variety of customized
lawn mowers, one of which had a toilet
mounted
on it. As we neared the main
-·...·--- .. --.........
parade street, we stopped, gathered together, and put our hands onto a huddle
~here ~ohanan delivered an inspira~
1991 l ribune Media Services, Inc
tional speech that beautifully summed
All Rights Reserved
up the meaning of Rangerhood·
same ti~e do absolutel.y noth~guseful for society. The
"Remember,"
he said "you guys a~e NOT
Ra11:gers arch-enemy marchmg organization is the SHRINERS."
'
Shnners, who engage in worthwhile activities and are
Thus inspired, we turned down the parade route
therefore regarded by the Rangers as being dangerwent to the "Brooms Up" position and executed th~
ously responsible.
Ranger Orientation took place in the garage of ~ross and Toss with total 100 percent flawless perfecRanger Ted Shields. About 50 Rangers were gathered tion except for a couple of guys dropping their brooms.
Some onlookers were so awed by thls electrifying spec8:round a keg, engaging in intensive mental prepara- tacle
that they almost fell down.
tion as.well as "shanking," which is when you sneak
Wh:
n ~t was over I stood with my fellow Rangers,
up behind someone and yank down his shorts. Next we
engagmg
1~ further mental preparation and accepting
ha~ th_e annu~l business meeting, which I can't dethe
compliments
of the public ("Do you guys have
so:be m a fanuly newspaper except to say that at one
JOBS?~').
At
~at
moment
I knew that I was part of
pomt a Ranger, using a strategically placed ear of corn
important, something that
something
special,
something
gave a dramatic interpretation of the song "Shine O~
someday,
I
~ope,
can
be
controlled
by medication. But until
Harvest!"1oon"~hatwillhaw;itmefortherestofmy life.
Amazmg
Arcola,
Ill.,
will
serve
as a shining example
then,
Then it was time for Rookie Camp. We rookies-were
of why America is what it is. Whatever that may be.

·The fawn Ran~r
TORO.
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GREEK CORNER
ACACIA
Congrats to the U9F Waterski Team,
our 1st National Champions! Good·job
this weekend, Rugby Team. Sting, your
Zulu set the standard. Pledges, great
showing-the brothers are impressed!
Thanks for the warning, FIJI. Randy
Jones, "It looks like we could win it all."
Reply "Acacia, 21-19". CU in the All-U.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Pledges-EXCELLENT JOB Fri. We are
PROUD! Brothers-Thanks for all the hard
work-see you at th'e airport Thurs.
Pledges-keep the phones ringing. SpudHOLA! Eeee.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Thurs: 5pm A TQ I Football vs. Sig Ep,
ATQ I Volleyball vs. Palomos, 9:30pm.
Wed: ATQ I basketball vs. LAE I. ATQ
Fast Pitch Softball (3-0) kicking butt! If
you thought Viking was a blast, catch
your breath ...u · Bus ride to Georgia
Southern bn Sat.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lookoutfor AXA-ATQUNDERTAKER's
COSTUME BALL this Thurs. Night! To
Joe Justin-Excellent job on the BEST
Watermelon Bust yet and thanks -to all
the sororities-You ARE the best!
PHI DELTA THETA
Phi Delt pledges love KL\. Composite
pictures TONIGHT 7-9 at the-house. By
now, some of you should be feeling the
wrath of "$" from the football game at
retreat.
Later!
Pl BETA PHI

Congrats to AXA for a cool Bust! U is in
Greek Park-what a great surprise! Homecoming is almost here. ne<r> & :E<f>E will

October 22, 1991
football team add another SWEET victory to our record! Thanks to our SWEET
AXA Watermelon Bust coaches!! Hey
UCF-the team to beat-AXA & ZTA
Ho1J1ecoming 1991-SWEETI

I

I

I

CLUBINFO

FOR SALE

A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211

DEER RUN Golf/pond view, like new 4
Br I 2 Ba, fireplace, courtyard. By owner,
$119,000. (904)383-2496 Col

FREE SELF DEFENSE SEMINAR
for WOMEN
Presented by the UCF Aikido Club and
Student Wellness Advocate Team Sat.
Oct. 26 MPR Ed. Bldg. 11am-6pm. Wear
comfortable clothes. Lunch break 1:302 :30

E of UCF Sparkling 3/2 Home Big Lot
$3,SOOdown 8.5% int. Mustsee$57,000
Also wooded lots with ski lake access
$2,000 dn. $150 per mo. $14,900. Broker 644-8256.

S.W.A.T.
(Students Wanting an Awesome Time)
at a retreat come to the Wellness Center
Wednesday at 4:30. Lookout UCF
SWAT's on a rampage! Tired of dull &
boring clubs, come see us!

Female Roommate to Share 3BR / 2 BA
house and expenses. Close to UCF
Phone 677-0805 before 4:00pm
Female Nonsmoker 4 Bd. 2 Ba. House 5
min. from UCF pool, laundry $295 plus
utilities. $150.deposit 679-4889 or 8307066
We need a roommate for a LARGE
HOUSE in Park Manor. Garage, patio,
and fireplace. $260 a month plus your
share of the utilities. Call Matt at 3829427

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Goombay this Sat. It's time to sit back,
relax ang party barefoot in the soft, white
sand as the wind blows and the Tiki
torches lite the way. The band will play
the Reggae Way and our lagoon will set
the mood. Ladies, come see the way
parties are supposed to be thrown. All
Greeks watch and learn. PIKE parties
ARE NOT BYOB. Beautiful Dance ZfAI
Woodser coming.
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Monster Mash is coming! Keep up the
great work! Looking forward to the best
one ever! Congrats volleyball teams.
You're doing great! GA. Southern trip
this weekend! GO KNIGHTS-!
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Let's keep the Greek Corner positive.
But before we do that, l:X-we tried to egg
your house, but had to settle for an
empt'/ lot Oust kidding). I<f>E & IX Toga
was a blast. AMB-Sig Epl
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Word of the Week-SWEET! Founder's
Day Formal was SWEET! Thanks Scozz
& Christy, you guys did a SWEET job!!
Come outtoday@4:00 & watch the zrA

Female Nonsmoking Roommate wanted
to share quiet 3bdrm 2bath home near
Fashion Square Mall. Wash/Dry, AC
dishwash, microwave, woodfloors, &
soon to have pool & dog. $250 + 1/3
electric. 896-3790
M/F Roommate to share 2BR/2BA Apt
and 1/2 util. Fully tum. c/o Full size
Wash/Dry & all amen-$315+Dep Call
677-1689 anytime-Leave Message

I

212 apt 1 mi from UCF. Dishwasher,
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532.
1 Bedroom Apt.-UCF Area $315/month
Easy walk to UCF Call 281-6545
Room for Rent
Family with resident 5 minutes away
from UCF Rent one furnished room with
Central Air, your own private bathroom,

If you're looking for unlimited income
potential, fif~xib le hours and fast selling
products . 1o oh no further! Send name
and address to Sheri A. Orloff, 63 7 Sabal
Lake Dr., Ste. 205, Longwood, FL32779
Fundrajser We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority, or student organization
that would like to earn $500-$1500 for a
one week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hard working.
Call JoAnn or Rob at (800)592-2121.

BED. Twin Size. $50 671·9733
IBM Clone 286/12MHZ
40 Meg Hard Drive, 3.5 HD Disk Drive
Monitor, Keyboard, Mouse, 1 Meg Ram
$650 Call KEith 275-5595

Part time house keeping help needed.
NearUCF. $7/hr. to start. Flexible schedule, private home. 677-7508 morn.

Laptop Computer, Turbo 8, 1MEG RAM,
(2) 720K Floppies, Modem, Backlife
Screen, Case, Books, Software, $375
Rob 679-0167
Car EQ Sony XE90 $100 OBO 8234474
SURPLUS SALE· A surplus sale will be
held at the Property Surplus Warehouse
next week. Items available will include
miscellaneous office furniture and office
machines, electronic and electri~I equipment of all kinds, 4 vehicles, miscellaneous computer equipment, photo copy
machines, and many other items. ln3prTtnextTuesday.. ~nd- Wednesday,
October 29th & 30th. Bids will be opened
Thursday, October 31st. Bid forms will
be available at the inspection site. This
sale is open to the public. Contact Frank
Bartram or Peggy Hightower at 8235084 for any questions. Thank you.

SERVICES
College Funding-Guaranteed!!
Grads I Undergrads I Potential Students
- We match students to private sector
scholarships nationwide. Call 1-800-6699419 for FREE info.

AUTOS

HELP WANTED

TUTORS
LSAT GMAT GAE MCAT NCLEX
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest
Test Prep. 150 Centers. 53 years Experience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Educational Center 273-7111.

SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070

CGS3000 and College Algebra Tutors
Needed ASAP 366-2693

OTHER
Attention: Wiffleball Players!
League Forming
Individuals and Teams Wanted
Call 658-4893 Ask for Dave

LONELY•'s
Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

TYPISTS
TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.

SWF-Looking for SWM, non-smoker,
non-drug user, older than 26. Are you
out there? Write me at P.O. Box 26371,
Orlando, FL 32816

WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
~- - -

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

Female Roommate Wanted
To share 2 bdrm 2 bath apt 2 miles from
'85 Renault Alliance Air Condition AutoUCF $205 + 1/3 utilities Available imme. matic AM-FM Stereo GOW 4Speakets
diately! Call Kathy, Mike or Tracey 273Very Clean Runs Good Call Aboud You
6644 or 679-7371
1have to see it to believe it 671-5673

FOR RENT

Fraternities, sororities, campus organizations, highly motivated individualsTravel FREE plus earn up to $3000+
selling SPRING BREAK trips to Cancun
.. South Padre Island * Bahamas/Cruise
*Acapulco: 1-800-258-9191

Need Part-time House Cleanerfor Home
near University If interested, call John or
Laurie at 366-6536

286 AT, 12MHZ, 1 MEG RAM, Case, 40
MEG HD, 51/4 & 31/2 Floppies, Mouse,
Modem $S50.00 679-0167 ROB

ROOMMATES

rule! Mocktail was run. n<Paancers"ff 1.

wanna go n<r>!

TV, VCR telephone, pool, recreation
area, private parking and entrance separate form the house. We prefer a female.
$300.00 . monthly, · call 275-0529. We
accept roommates.

8

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863
TERM PAPERS, Resumes, anything you
need typed! Everything LASER
PRINTED Call THE CORPORATE IMAGE 679-7179
Typing - Word Processing Good Rates.
Work done on a PC Letter quality printer.
Barb 339-0653

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERSFROM3-7AM$7PERHRCALL
297-3715

Term Papers, Resumes, Done on Word
Processor $3-4 per page Cal! 699:4201

TIMWEBBERCATERINGISNOWHIRINGI Experience preferred. Learn how
to bartend and make great extra $$$.
Don't miss this great opportunity!! Call
246-7300.

PRO WORD PROCESSING
24 HRS. 7 DAYN/K
Word Perfect 5. 1
Accurate Formatting-Editing-Spell Ck
N9 Job is Too Large or Too Small
Hot Line 407-423-8078

-- ~

-~-._..

Barbi, who's the new man who's taken
pit'/ on you this time? How much did his
bedside manner cost? When he tires of
you, and he will, take him to the Wild
Pizza tonite at 9pm for Dan Horn's Ventriloquist comedy. He will need a good
laugh after being w/you! Sandy 0. P.S/
Brett is mine forever! He and I will be
making it official next month!
America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & 5ervices,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE D.EPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danzat823-2204 for more info.
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204
Ya-hoo, Mike I had a great weekend.
Hope you did too. I'm really looking forward to this week. Especially Wednesday. Hope you can make it. Nice one!
Funny face. GARR! ALMA
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bloodstained, once virtuous zombiette
shyly beckons in the graveyard
(above). Mark Parker, a handicapped
Jaycee member, growls by the graves in its second
scene. Parker was injured in a haunted house
several years ago, but still loves to do whatever he
can to help (top). A couple huddle as they move
from one graveyard scene to the next, a picket
fence guiding the way (right) .

. THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS
'

THE INTERNATIONAL FAIR

Qctober 24, 1991
Thursday, 10 am - 2 pm
.Student Center Auditorium

11

•J

Danny Loggin is having his makeup put on for his part as a victim in
the Freddie Krueger boiler room scene (left). Another grave scare.

1 1

' ~ l1AST Y.E,A.A I EARNED
A31.,5 AND $10,DDD~"
"My G.P.A. went up last year, but
I guess that figures. A major university
study showed that students whowork 15
to 20 hours a week do better academically. It's true for me:And I've got UPS to
thank for it.
"I know students who work for UPS ·
do better -financially. I'm working parttime and making about $10,000 a year.
The hours are good too. I only work
about four hours a day, so I still have time
for classes and study. Chances are you'll
be offered a position in Operations. ·
But you could wind up working in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"Think of it-great pay, flexible hours
and maybe even better grades. There
isn't another outfit anywhere with a
better deal than that. That's a lot better
than aver9ge."

I

*

Applicants are ·being considered
for your .local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career _
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

I

~
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Would you
help a·woman
being raped
by a stranger?
·How about a
woman being
raped by a
friend?
You're at a party.
There's lots of drinking
going on. Some guys
·are having sex with a
young woman whose
drink they've spiked.
You don't interfere,
thinking it's no big deal.
Well, the law sees it
. differently. Because if
she's unable to give her
consent to have sex, it's
r.ape. A felony.
Punishable by prison.
It benefits everyone for
you to stop it from
happening. You'll be
keeping a woman from
tremendous emotional
pain if you do. And you
could be helping your
friends commit a crime
if you don't.
© 1_990 Rape Treatment
Center, Santa Monica
Hospital.

/
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In the background, an open casket leaves an opportunity for a gruesome view. AU
proceeds from the Jaycee !Jaunted House are donated back into the community.
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831-22-33
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POOR STUDUffS AND FACULTY WELCOME!
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• Job Placement Assistance
Nationwide
• Day & Evening Classes
• 40 Hour Course

1.50

BooMER DoG
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"The Professional Way" •

e

University at Alaf~ya next to UC6 Cine~
Calb 282-2476
No Coupon Needed • Plenty of Parking

Men& Women

INTERNATIONAL BARTENDING INSTITUTE ·
124 Robin Fload •Altamonte Springs, Fl 32750

r-------------------,

I
I
I
·I
1

:

I
Colle:ge Ni.ght. At.Piizzaz·z I
. ' 4088 N. GOLDENROD, WINTER PARK. K-MART PLAZA
I
I
20 oz. Drafts $1 )Kl!
1
Wednesday Night is • • •

50¢ Pizza Slices!

.

~=~~~!~!~-------~~~~J
PUT US TO THE TEST.

nmnESTY IIlTERnRTIDilRL
J-·

'

30th Hnniversarg .C:oncert
filltiitllJlJYJ ~ OW!J
.

3403Technological Plaza
, Orlando, Florida
(407)273-7111
1 mile West of UCF

Wilt/Pizza

on the green

@~aOOOO

if you have experienced

rHEsamE
neom1·s.
u·e1H

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one million students. Let us prove it to you.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

9-1:00am

·12-3 :ODpm . ·

• SSAT • PSAT •SAT• ACHIEVEMENTS• ACT• LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT •DAT• GRE PSYCH• GRE BIO
• OAT• TOEFL• NMB •NOB • NCLEX·RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS •FLEX• CGFNS •CPA• BAR EXAM• NTE

!KAPLAN
'

_uptime
11

'''lltl'

28612mhz .................... ... :...... $7WJJ
386 33mhz Cache ............... $119900
. 486 33/256 Cache ............... $179900

-

Rebecca Te.l{

downtime~ ..

now._ experience

·,

RCOUSTICRL

:
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AHEAD
TUESDAY, OcT.

AHEAD ' AHEAD

22

8LUESINTHENIGHT,COCONUTGROVE
PLAYHOUSEPRODUCTIONOFSHELDON

DAN HORN, VENTRILIOUIST

9

P.M.

ELLINGTON, BENNY GOODMAN AND

"THE SHINING" -

OTHERS AT 2 P.M.

SAC.

4
11
18

-6:30 AND

9

P.M.

WEDNESDAY, OcT.

23

THURSDAY, OcT.

I

5
12
19
P.~. $10. RESERVATIONS:(407)823. 2862.

EPPS MUSICAL CELEBRATION OF JAZZ
AND BLUES, WITH SONGS BY DUKE

SAC.

AHEAD .

AHEAD

3
10
17

SATURDAY, OcT•. 26

24

I

"PETER PAN" - 1 P.M. AND 3 P.M.
SAC.

CADEX. The precise point at w~ich applied
techn.o logy and craftsmanship intersect.
Pu~

the power of carbon fiber between
you and a mountain. It's 2112 times stronger than Cro-Mcily steei and twi~
the strength of aluminum. Plus, its unique vibration absorbing properties help improve
control during long descents as well as reduce fatigue from the relentless pounding.
Grab hold of the bars and put the Tioga "Mud Dawg" tires to work, and the reliaple
Shimano Deore LX/Dx componef}t grol)p and Rapidfire shifters make this one incredible bike ~a remarkable affordable priee. Get one and start to move on a mountain!
In natural carbon fiber with the exclusive Cadex purle melt finish.

II

JIMMIE WALKER- BONKERS 7:30
l.S.A.-INTERNATIONAL FAIR 11 A.M. _ P.M. FOR MORE INFO CALL (407) 857-3 P.M. ON THE GREEN.

5851.

.

THE LOVE TALKER, THEATRE DOWN-

WRITE ME A MURDER-TITUSVILLE r

TOWN PRODUCTION OF DEBORAH

PLAYHOUSE PRODUCTION OF FREDRICK

PRYOR DRAMA- 8 P.M.

KNOTT MYSTERY ABOUT THE PERFECT

THEATRE

N ORANGE

AVE.

CRIME: 8 P.M. EMMA PARRISH THE-

TICKETS $5. RESERVATIONS: (407)
841-0083.

ATRE, 301 JULIA ST. TITUSVILLE: $7
AND$9. RESERVATla°Ns: (407) 2681125.

MERRLIY WE ROLL ALONG- UCF
THEATRE PRODUCTION OF STEPHEN

SUNDAY' OCT

27

SONDHEIM-GEORGE FURTH MUSICAL
ABOUT CORRUPTING POWER OF SUCCESS ON A TRIO OF YOUNG FRIENDS:

#BIKE WORKS . . ,

8

"IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE"6:30 AND

9

P.M. SAC.

z~

J7S•J976
91 00

25

DOWNTOWN, 2113

.

-·

FRIDAY, OcT.

East Colonial • Orlando
(at Beltway)

~GIAivT
~
PR£C(S£1..Y RIGHT"

Satµrday
October 26, 1991
3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Holiday Inn UCF
• • • AMPHITHEATER • • •

~1a.cksto11c

Ifinw W'utori11B

••• 1-800-741-1215 •••

• e e e e e e e e e e e e e • e e e

:•

0 9 0 0

The

e

~

M ~ 0 S •

e e

9

e e e e

0

e e e •

9

e e e e e e e e e e •
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COST CUTTERS®
'PUBLIX I ECKERD CENTER ·
UNIVERSITY
BLVD. & DEAN RD •
.. - .

--?

679-6766

•
•

••.

Open 7 Days A Week
Monday-Friday ................... 9a.m. - 8p.m .
Saturday ............................. 9a.m. - 6p.m . •
Sunday ....... ........ .. ... ...... 12 Noon- 6p.m. ~

•
•
•

•
•

Ill

r-----T------T-----,

1 $6.95 Haircut I $19.95 Perm or 1 15°/o OFF 1

I
I
I

•

•

,

(reg. $7:95) ·
no appt. needed

I Body Wave I all Paul Mitchell I
I Appt. recom. I & Nexxus I
I Long hair & Specialty I Haircare Products I
wraps slightly extra

:

Good through

I

Good through

:

Good through :

, I

11 /5/91 w/cou pon

:

11 /5191 w/coupon

I

11 /5191 w/coupon

COST CUTTERS.

COST CUTIERS.

I

COST CUTTERS.

I we're- your style.I We're your style. I We're your style.I

.
.
L-----L------~-----~

'
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"How long is
this corrider?"
from the
Beetlejuice
room (clockwise from
immediate
right). Patrons
get the life
scared out of
them by a
ghoul along the
path. He
catches people
by suprise and
screams "Help
me!" Backstage
characters get
ready for th~
operating room
scene Characters from left
are Shane
Adler and Dee
Loggin. All

(

photos of the Jaycee
Haunted House are
by Jim Ferguson.

UCF's Tropical Fish & Aquarh111 -Headquarters
We Specialize in:
• Cichlids of All Types
• Tropical Fish
• Marine Fish
• Supplies & Aquariums
*WE GIVE UCF STUDENTS 15% OFF ALL LIVE
STOCK WITH V AUD STUDENT ID *

VISIT TROPICAL TANK WHEN YOU WANT THE FINEST!
At the comer of Dean & University in the Sun Crest Village Shopping Center.
10159 University Boulevard

657·8033

..............
.................. .
•
~

•
• HEADS EAST

Final Me:e:t lng
&: Ope:n Hear,in.g

•• HAIRSTYLING .
• STYLE CUT
•
•
•
·•

,,.
·,t

'

$9·95

~

•PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
.: W ALM-ART CENTER .
• 10661 E. COL. DR. -

APPT. OR WALK IN
282-1754

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I TELECOMMUNICATION EXPRESS LINES I

STUDENT HEALTH F-EE
SETTING COMMITTEE.·
.

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD

.

Calling cards provide convenience and access. Our teH
40 calling card is great for:

TEL 40 CALLING CARD
-

'• • r:·

·' ~

;':• .r-·

'

'

The Topic of Discussion will be the
proposed Increase 41 the
Student Health Fee.

ID# 235-4545

Every TEL 40 calling card provides the following features:
• 40 Minutes of long-distance calling in the continental
United States
• Dispose of card after 40 minutes or pre-pay another 40
· minutes
·
'
• Tel uses a high quality fiber optic telecommunications
netwotk
.
.

Come Otit and Voice Your
. Opinions.On This Issue.

Even if you have never used a calling card before, everything
is explained in a simple, easy to understand format.
· The versatility, usefulness, and convenience of a TEL 40
calling card makes them great for anyone. TEL 40 cards are
sold for $10.00. Since these cards make a great gift, we sell
two (2) TEL 40 cards fo_r $18.50.

o ·c tober 25th
-

•

l'

We·llllnie·s,s, .center
Conference Room, 3 PM.

D Please send one (1) TEL 40 card for $10.00.
D Please send two (2) TEL 40 card for $18.50.
DOther
Name__
· _______
Address________
City_ _ _ _State___ Zip__
Phone Number
Social Security#_...__ _ _ __

I

•Students .
• Family and Friends
•Business
•Gifts
•Travel
•Pay Phones
• Private Calls
• Control Phone Bill

'

(

4

Please make check, money order, or
payable to:
TEL
P.O.Box 10222
Daytona Beach, FL 32120

'

{

.

•
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. Pio sports flood Orlando while tourists look for Disney
Jenny Duncanson
I

OFFSIDES
•

•

•

0

rlando is turning professional.
No, I'm not talking business. Mickey Mouse is
not donning a three-piece suit. I'm talking

sports.
There is hope for Orlando to make it in the sports
world. While business and population boom in Central Florida, the wide world of pro sports is taking
notice, and fans throughout 0-town are winning.
Orlando made its debut in the world of pro sports
with a United States Football League franchise, the
Orlando Renegades. But when that league folded, a
gray dismal cloud hovered over 0-town. The future
looked bleak.
,
But the City Beautiful will become a different
place, now that Central Floridians no longer
have to view professional sports from the living
room couch.
To dispel the myth that Orlando is just one big
tourist trap, 0-town put in a bid for a National

support in an attempt to secure a National League
expansion team in pro baseball.
Unfortunately, this time Orlando would be disappointed. We would have to be satisfied with only
seeing the pros during spring training.
But our spirits were not crushed. We still have
the opportunity to secure a team in the next expansion.
We also put our hat into the race for-a World Cup
Soccer Championship game.
So hey, we have something for everyone. And I do
mean everyone. The snowbirds can even go and see
some -live, in the flesh, honest to goodness, hockey
games.
Not only did we get to take in some National Hockey
League exhibition games, but Phil Esposito will have to
bring his Tampa Bay Lightning to our 0-rena until
Tampa finishes their rink.
So with the exception of professional women's Jello
wrestling with pigs, Orlando seems satisfied with the
selection of pro sports that have come to Central Florida.
Now maybe the tourist trap myth will be dispelled
and the rest of the world will learn that Walt Disney
World is actually in Kissimmee.

Basketball Association expansion team. And to the
(happy) amazement of many people, Central Florida
was awarded a franchise.
A name - the Magic- was picked, appropriately,
by people who thought that magic is what it would
take to bring pro sports to Central Florida. ·
But it didn't take magic; it just took Magic General
Manager Pat Williams. Thanks Mr. Williams, from
fans all over 0-town.
The NBA is fantastic, and so is the multi-million
dollar Orlando Arena; but Central Floridians can be
greedy, and we wanted more. We got a taste of big
time national coverage and we wanted the whole pie.
Prayers were answered with the formation of the
World League of American Football. Orlando hit it
big; not only did we get football, we got it on an
international scale.
Football fans were skeptical at first. Was this
really pro football? Or would it be a cheap imitation?
Ticket sales disappointed the owners, but supporters hold to their opinions that this World League will
find its way into the heart of every football lover.
.And we can see it live in Orlando for $10!
Suddenly Orlando felt invincible. We gathered

r------------------~---------------------------------~-,I
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WHEN PLANNING FOR THE.FUTURE,
·soME PEOPLE WANT EVERYTIDNG.
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(Hie think that} peifectly reasonable.)

R

tirement should be everything you
dreamed it would be. With good
health, you may spend a quarter of your life
doing the things you've always dreamed of
-like travelling the world, starting your
own business, or playing tennis twelve
months a year.

• Among the lowest expenses in the
insurance and mutual fund industries:"
• A variety of ways to receive income,
including lifetime retirement income,
payments over a fixed period, or as cash.
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• The benefits of tax deferral.
• A broad range of allocation choices.
•NO sales charges.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:M

I
I
I
II

,\',1111; (Please

print)

Atlclro:r

Clt.v

S111i.·

J

/11.r/i/11//,111 (Full name)

I
I
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*A.M. But, Co., Best's Insurance Reports; Lippu Analytical Suvicu lncorporat.eJ, Mutual Fund Performance Analysis .

•

·orop Us A
Letter!
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With the help of TIAA-CREF, retirement
can be your chance to look after yourself
the way you've always wanted. After all,
nobody deserves it more.

TlAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities are a unique way for members
of the education and research communities
to save extr.a money for their retirement
years. Through tax-deferred savings,
TIAA-CREF SRAs can help provide the
GET YOUR FREE SRA KIT
extras that will make your retirement truly -1 which includ es a s lid e ca lc ulator for es t im a ting
tax savings. Mail t hi s coupon to: T IAA-CREF, .
enjoyable. They will supplement your
I Dept. QC. 7,)0 Third Avenue , New York, NY 1001 7.
basic pension and Social Security in retireI Or call I 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.
ment, and they offer real benefits now:

!

i

'9!"

TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

RETIRE YOUR WAY,
WITH TIAA-CREF SRAs.
~

·~
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We're always glad
to get a response from
our readers.
Write to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
University of Central Florid
Orlando, Florida, 32817

•
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Ron Johnson delivers off the field and on
UCF quarterback leads by example, provides inspiration and integrity-rarely seen in sports today
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In an era when athletes are making
headlines for drug abuse, alcohol abuse,
steroid abuse and all other sorts ofabuses,
it is refreshing to meet one who truly
understands the meaning of the word

sportsmanship .
Such an athlete would be Ronald P.
Johnson, the UCF Fighting Knights'
(sometimes) starting quarterback.
While some well-known jocks have
been facing court charges for_sexual assault or missing an entire baseball season due to an alcohol-related auto accident, Ron-John has been the positive
leader of the Knights' offense.
"Ron has provided the best positive
leadership we've ever had at that position," said UCF offensive coordinator
Mike Kruczek. "He has led by example
both on and 'Off the field. He's a man
whom I have a great deal ofrespect for."
Despite his positive leadership, Johnson has had an up and down '91 season,
igniting criticism that he should not be
the Knights' starting QB.
"I think a lot of people underestimate
his athletic ability," srud Knights' Coach
Gene McDowell. "They say he isn't tall
enough to be a quarterback, he isn't fast
enough, that he doesn't have a good
enough arm ; they say he's an over-

'Take that, McDowell!"'
achiever, but he's a lot
"One man that I really admired was
Athletes often inspire Tom Landry. He was a great man of God
better athlete than most
people by overcoming ad- as well as a great coach. I think he
people give him credit
versity and Johnson is personified what someone in sports
for."
no exception. After being should be."
"There's
nothing
wrong with being an overbenched early in the seaIs there a future in football for Ron
son,Johnsoncameoffthe Johnson?
achiever," Kruczek said,
bench in the second half
''but those people who say
"I don't know," he said. "I've considof the B-CC game to lead ered the possibility of going into coachhe's not a great athlete
the Knights to victory and ing. I've been around athletics all roy life;
are wrong.
"He's a phenomenal
the following week had the sport has given so much to me, I'd
the best game of his ca- like to be able to give something back."
basketba11 player, he's got
reer .against Arkansas
better th an average
"I would love to have Rori on ourspeed, pe runs a mid-44.
State.
coaching staff," Kruzcek said. "He has
"He is unique in that he such an understanding of the game and
"If he has any disadJohnson
hasn't given in to human the mechanics of being a quarterback.
vantages, it would be his
nature to be selfish," Mcheight, but we've tried to
"I don't know that he has considered
overcome that by having him throw more Dowell said.
that option, but whatever he decides to
"He could have given up like a lot of do, I have no doubt that he'll be successroll-out passes.
"I've been a little stupid at times by · people would've," Kruczek said, ''but ful."
wantmg him to drop back more, but I . Ron's not that way. He gets pissed off at
Should Ron-John decide to join the
realized that he can't see over the defen- himself, then comes back and works even ranks of coaching, he will have some
sive linemen. Other than that, though, harder. I'll tell ya, he's a £esty son of a pretty impressive credentials to accomhe's done everything we've ever asked of gun."
pany him. He will be pursuing a Doctor
him."
"I'm a competitor," Johnson said. "I of Veterinary Medicine degree and his
"One of the things that we finally got want to play as much as anybody, but I head football mentor believes that there
him to do," McDowell said, "was to throw try to keep things in perspective."
is a connection between coaching and
tothefullbackcomingoutofthebackfield.
Johnson is both a devout Christian and the veterinary sciences.
When he came to the sideline (during the an exemplary role model; he believes that
"He wants to be a doctor of veterinary
Bethune-Cookman game) I said to him, there is a connection between the two.
medicine," McDowell said. "I think it
'Ron, I didn't think you knew we had a
"I think Christians make the best role would be a natural thing for a doctor of
fullback.'
models because they have a great re- veterinary medicine to be a football coach
"I'm sure, though, that every time he sponsibility to live up to a higher moral because people are always saying that
threw to the fullback, he was saying standard.
football players are animals."

·
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Upsets blur intramural
football playoff picture
by Harris Ahmed

3-2 in the division, 0-4-2 overall) being
knocked out by Air Assault (5-0), 19-0.
Adam Yap and former UCFfootballgreat
. In the fifth week of flag football, the Sean Beckton got the job done on offense
march toward a division title and playoff as Yap threw 2 ofhis3 touchdown passes
berth was still on for most teams) while to Beckton, who also caught an intercepother teams suddenly found themselves tion, whiletheMachinewasturnedaway
on several scoring opportunities.
marching in reverse.
FCA Heirborne (1-3-1) picked up their
AW.A. officially became the team to
beat in the Pegasus 'B' Division as they first win of the season against the
defeated the 0-Town Phillys (4-1), 27-18 Cheapshots (2-2-1), 21-14 as quarterto take the lead, while FIJI's plans to get back Brian Piccolo ran in the winning
touchdown with less
back in the race were
than 10 seconds remarred by ACACIA in a
·maining in the game.
heart-stopping 21-19 loss
"We should have
A f t e. r
last Monday. ACACIA,been playing like
Thursday's action in the
FIJI, and The Tribe are 3Fraternity Division,
2 and tied for third place.
this during the
Lambda Chi I (4-0-1, 5After weeks offrustratseason."
0-1) may have clinched
ing losses in the Pegasus
-Michael Harris
the division by squeakDivision, thePhi-Delts(ling past ATO I (1-4) by
4) finally . got into the
Kappa Alpha Psi
a score of20-12, coupled
swingofthings with a victory over winless Kappa Sigma, 19-6. with PIKE I's upset·of Sigma Chi I (4-2),
Phi Delt quarterback Bill Cullerton 7-0.
Kappa Alpha Psi (2-2-1) got it toscored two touchdowns on the ground
while throwing another touchdown to · gether as they walked all over TKE I (14), 24-0. Michael Harris gave the TKEs
Steve Koontz.
After five straight weeks, both K- fits early in the game on both sides ofthe
VASA and Milwaukee's Best are still on field as he threw three touchdown passes
top of the Gemini Division with 4-0 and returned an interception for a touchrecords, but the Sequel (3-1) and the down in the first half.
Bomb Squad (2-2) are breathing down
"We should have been playing like
their necks. The Sequel will face off with thisduringtheseason,"Harrissaid, ''but
K-VASAtodayat4p.m. whileTheBomb I still think we have a chance to get to the
Squad will try and improve .its record playoffs this year."
against The Crusaders (1-3).
Sig Ep I (3-2, 3-3) also has successfully
Sigma Chi II (4-0) now leads the Knight rebuilt its team as they knocked off SAE
division after beating Lambda Chi II (3-1) I (3-2-1), 7-6. Sig Ep quarterback Dave
19-13, while PIKE II (3-1) was shocked by~ Urbanowiczs' successful extra point in
the Sigma Chi Pledges (2-2) 13-6.
the first half proved to make the differThe Independents took to the field ence in the contest.
Wednesday with the Mean Machine (0Theraceforfirstin the Women'sindeCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BAD defender Lisa Vega moves in for the kill against Dirty Dozen
quarterback Kelly Coker. (Charles K. Mo~row1FUTURE)
pendent division came down to BAD (40, 5-0)knockingoffthe Dirty Dozen (3-1,
4-1), 13-0. BAD quarterback Tracy Little
threw 2 touchdown passes in the first
half, and Jonna Maynard intercepted a
pass on defense.
In the Sorority Division, Delta Gamma
(3-1) is still clawing its way to the top after
handing the Tri-Delis (2-2, 2-3) their third
straight loss, 13-0. DG phenom Jenny
Navarohadanotherbigdaywithtwotouchdown catches and an interception.
"She (Jenny) and Erin Olapper have
become a definite asset on offense this
year," said DG captain Debbie Liecht.
Kappa Delta (3-1) is also in the runningforfirst place as it easily stepped on
Alpha Delta Pi (0-4), 25-7. KD quarterback and defensive back Allison Dickey
came up bigwith threeintercept:ions and
two touchdown passes.
"It's not just me, but it's rather a team
effort," said Dickey. "I can only do so
much out there."

Intramural football
division standings

(
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I* ~ * * * . Coming .Thursday -

1991-92 Orlando Magic Preview
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